The self-energies of virtual σ, ω and neutral ρ mesons with zero time-space momentum are calculated in the relativistic mean-field approximation, then a relativistic mean-field model with density-dependent screening meson masses is built. In this model, the nonlinear self-coupling terms of mesons are not required.
Introduction
Although the relativistic quantum field theory has succeeded in many areas of modern physics, people have met some difficulties when the methods of the relativistic quantum field theory are applied to nuclear systems. the coupling constants of strong interaction between nucleons is far larger than the fine structure constant in the quantum electrodynamics(QED). Furthermore, nuclear matter and finite nuclei are many-body systems, where the Fermi sea is filled with interacting nucleons, and there are no anti-nucleons and "holes".
In 1970s, Walecka et al. attempted to solve the nuclear many-body problems with the methods of relativistic quantum field theory, and developed the quantum hadrodynamics theory (QHD) [1, 2] . It is a important progress in nuclear physics. Ever since now, the QHD theory has succeeded in many areas of nuclear physics and nuclear astrophysics [3, 4] .
The compression modulus is almost 550MeV from the calculation of the original form of QHD [1] , far from the experimental value around 200 − 300MeV . Therefore, the nonlinear self-coupling terms amongst the σ mesons are introduced to replace the mass term 2 by U(σ) [5] , and
It is no doubt that the increase of the number of parameters would give a more qualitative saturation curve of nuclear matter. In addition, a self-coupling term of the vector meson is added to produce the proper equation of state of nuclear matter [6, 7] . Zimanyi and Moszkowki developed the derivative scalar coupling model yielding a compression modulus of 225MeV without additional parameters involved [8] . Both of these models comprise the nonlinear density-dependent terms in the Lagrangian in substance. It is the reason that the proper compression modulus is produced.
In the principle of perturbation theory of relativistic field theory, The nonlinear density-dependent terms in the Lagrangian represent the higher-order corrections. In this paper, we will calculate the self-energies of virtual mesons with zero time-space momentum in the framework of relativistic mean-field approximation, then a density-dependent relativistic mean-field theory is developed without additional parameters.
2 The screening meson masses in the relativistic meanfield approximation the Lagrangian density in nuclear system can be written as
It contains the Lagrangian density for free nucleons:
where ψ is the field of the nucleon and M N is the bare nucleon mass. The free Lagrangian densities for the σ, ω, ρ mesons and the photon are listed as:
in which
are the field tensors of the mesons and the photon respectively. The interaction Lagrangian density can be written as
with τ being the Pauli matrix.
In the framework of relativistic mean-field approximation, the meson fields operators and the electromagnetic field operator can be replaced by their expectation values [2] :
where σ 0 is the expectation value of the scalar meson field operator, ω 0 and ρ 0 are the expectation values of the time-like components of ω meson and neutral ρ meson operators respectively. A µ is the scalar potential of the electromagnetic field in nuclear system. The Lagrangian density for nuclear matter in the relativistic mean-field approximation is
In the calculation of nuclear matter, the contributions of electromagnetic field were eliminated because the large range of Coulomb repulsive force between protons increase the total energy of the nuclear matter so that the nuclear matter would not be bound. The electromagnetic interaction should be considered in the calculation of the structure of finite nuclei. The relativistic mean-field results may be derived by summing the tadpole diagrams self-consistently in nuclear matter, retaining only the contributions from nucleons in the filled Fermi sea in the evaluation of the self-energy and energy density [2] , so the relativistic mean-field approximation is consistent to the relativistic Hartree approximation in the calculation of nuclear matter. The time-space momentum k of virtual mesons in the tadpole diagrams is zero approximately. In the following, we will calculate the self-energy of virtual mesons with k = 0 in the framework of relativistic mean-field approximation. Above all, the scalar meson is discussed.
If the interaction between nucleons is considered as a perturbation, the perturbation Hamiltonian in the interaction representation can be expressed as
and the S-matrix can be written aŝ
in whichŜ
In the 2nd-order approximation, onlŷ
should be calculated. The nucleon field operator ψ(x) and its Dirac conjugate operatorψ(x) can be expanded in terms of the complete set of solutions to the Dirac equation.
where λ and η denote the spin and isospin for the nucleon, and M * N = M N + g σ σ 0 is the effective mass of the nucleon.
with When a scalar meson with time-space momentum k is considered in nuclear matter, the scalar meson field operator σ(k, x) can be expressed as
The coupling constants g σ , g ω , g ρ , the charge of the proton e, and the masses of mesons are supposed to have been renormalized, then the contribution of a single nucleon loop is not needed to be calculated [9] . Only the Feynman diagrams in Fig.1 should be considered. The expectation value ofŜ 2 matrix of Eq. (20) can be written as
in which k 1 = k 2 = k, and
, and θ(x) is the step function. As the situation in Fig.1 is considered, the scalar meson propagator G(k) in nuclear matter is written as
According to the Dyson equation
we obtain
Because the time-space momentum of virtual scalar meson is zero, k = 0, then k 2 = 0, the virtual scalar meson self-energy is easy to be obtained as
where ρ p S and ρ n S are the scalar densities of protons and neutrons, and
According to the Feynman diagrams in Fig.1 , the self-energies of the ω meson, neutral ρ meson and photon may be obtained similarly:
The photon in nuclear matter would obtain an effective mass of
which depends on the density of nuclear matter [10] . The screening meson mass m * α is defined from the static infrared limit k 0 = 0 and then k → 0 as Ref. [11] 
It represents the inverse Debye screening length and implies the long-distance correlations. The masses of mesons in the relativistic mean-field approximation will be replaced by their screening masses respectively,
They are relevant to the density of nuclear matter ρ N and the proton fraction f p = Z/A. Therefore, the total energy density and pressure of nuclear matter are
and
where ρ p V and ρ n V are the vector densities of protons and neutrons respectively.
The photon mass is only related to the scalar density of protons in the nuclear matter, is not connected with the momentum of the photon. For the symmetric nuclear matter with a nucleon number density 0.16f m −3 in which the density of protons is equal to that of neutrons, the photon mass is about 5.42MeV as the effective mass of the nucleon M * N take the value of bare nucleon mass [10] . Although the photon gains a effective mass in nuclear matter, the range of Coulomb repulsive force is still large enough, and the nuclear matter would not be bound as the electromagnetic interaction is considered. In the calculation of finite nuclei, the contribution of the photon mass term should be included in the relativistic Hartree approximation or relativistic mean-field approximation.
The equation of state for nuclear matter
By fitting the saturation properties of nuclear matter, the parameters in the relativistic mean-field approximation with density-dependent meson masses are fixed.
From these parameters we acquires the saturation density of 0.149fm −3 , binding energy of 16.669 MeV, a compression modulus of 280.1 MeV, symmetry energy coefficient 32.8 MeV and the effective nucleon mass of 0.808M N for symmetric nuclear matter.
The saturation curves for nuclear matter with different parameter sets are displayed in Fig.2 . Comparing these results, we can see that the average energy per nucleon of our model increases more slowly than those of NL3 [12] , NLSH [13] and TM1 [7] as the number density of nucleons becomes larger than the saturation density of nuclear matter . It manifests that the equation of state for nuclear matter in our model is softer than the others because of the density-dependent screening meson masses.
The ratio of effective mass to the bare mass for the nucleon and the ratios of screening mass to the bare mass for mesons as a function of the nucleon density ρ N for symmetric nuclear matter are shown in Fig.3 . The effective nucleon mass decreases, while all the screening meson masses increase as as the number density of nucleons increases. It is equivalent that the coupling constants would decrease with the number density increasing as the masses of mesons retain constant. In this point, our model is consistent to the results of Ref. [14] .
Summary
In summary, we calculated the self-energies of virtual mesons with zero time-space momentum in the relativistic mean-field approximation, then the screening meson masses are gained and they are functions of the number densities of protons and neutrons. As the meson masses are replaced with these screening meson masses in the calculation of the relativistic mean-field approximation, a density-dependent relativistic nuclear many-body model is produced. In this model, the five saturation properties of symmetric nuclear matter, such as saturation density, binding energy, effective nucleon mass, compression modulus and asymmetric energy, are obtained with three parameters only. The contributions from nonlinear self-coupling terms of mesons are not needed. A reasonable correlation is built between the parameters near the saturation density and those in higher densities. In denser nuclear matter, the equation of state calculated with this model is softer than the results of previous models. It implies the dense matter in the core of neutron stars or the center of relativistic heavy ion collisions might be described correctly. [12] , the blue line is for the NLSH parameters [13] , and the green line is for the TM1 parameters [7] . 
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